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Attorney Heinz-Joachim Hombach
named new partner at PLUTA
23 January 2024

Attorney Mr Heinz-Joachim Hombach has been named
partner at PLUTA Rechtsanwalts GmbH effective 1 January
of this year. The restructuring expert has many years of
experience in turning around companies and is regularly
appointed insolvency administrator by courts.

Mr Hombach is deputy branch manager in Leipzig and an
authorised signatory for PLUTA’s Leipzig and Chemnitz
offices. His activities are focused on restructuring and
turning around companies as part of regular and debtor-
in-possession insolvency proceedings. He has
professional experience in tourism, retail, the automotive
industry and industrial production. Among other things, he
is currently insolvency administrator for Oelsnitz-based
company Allgaier Sachsen GmbH, which is part of the
global Allgaier Group. The 46-year-old attorney also holds
central functions at PLUTA: he is the company’s data
protection coordinator and supports the PLUTA IT
development process as technical committee head.

Managing partner Mr Michael Pluta said, “Mr Heinz-
Joachim Hombach has been with us for over 15 years. I
have enjoyed a fruitful cooperation with him in numerous
proceedings and hold him in very high regard, at both a
professional and personal level. By making him a partner,
we are also sending a clear signal that we intend to place
an even greater focus on data protection and IT in our
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strategic considerations.”
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